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“A communication protocol that allows musical instruments, computers and other multimedia devices to share music performance data in realtime over a network...” –Wikipedia
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The OSC Typetags are ASCII characters describing a type. Standard typetags include:

- “b” Blob
- “T” True
- “F” False
- “N” Nil
- “I” Impulse
- “i” 32 bit integer
- “s” Null terminated UTF-8 String
- “f” float in IEEE754 single precision format
All values are aligned to 4 byte boundaries, including null terminated strings.
OSC Values

- All values are aligned to 4 byte boundaries, including null terminated strings.
- All values are in network byte order
Example Messages

```
"/matrix/2/3/gain" "f" -6.0
```
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All messages in an OSC bundle are to be executed atomically at the specified time
Set audio input 1 level to -10.0 dB
Example 1’s Request

1. 

```
"/in/1/level/db",f -10.0f
```
Example 1’s Request

Example 1

"/in/1/level/db",f -10.0f

Encoded as:

1 2f696e2f 312f6c65 76656c2f 64620000 ("/in/1/level/db")
2 2c660000 (",f")
3 c1200000 (-10.0f in IEEE754)
Example 2 - Bundle

Set audio input 1 level to -10.0 dB and set audio output 1 level to +40 dB at the time XXX.YYY
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1. at time XXX.YYY
2. "/in/1/level/db",f -10.0f
3. "/out/3/level/db",f 40.0f
Example 2’s Request

1. at time XXX.YYY
2. "/in/1/level/db",f -10.0f
3. "/out/3/level/db",f 40.0f

Encoded as:

1. 2362756e 646c6500 ("#bundle")
2. XXXXXXXX YYYYYYYY (Time XXX.YYY)
3. 000000018 (Msg Size 24 bytes)
4. 2f696e2f 312f6c65 76656c2f 64620000 ("/in/1/level/db")
5. 2c660000 (","f")
6. c120000 (-10.0f)
7. 00000018 (Msg Size 24 bytes)
8. 2f6f7574 2f312f6c 6576656c 2f64620000 ("/out/1/level/db")
9. 2c660000 (","f")
10. 42200000 (40.0f)
11. 00000000 (Msg Size 0 = none)